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Abstract: In recent years, with the increase in the volume and complexity of data, choosing a suitable database for storing huge amounts of data is not easy, because it must consider aspects such as manageability, scalability, and extensibility. Nowadays, the NoSQL databases have gained immense popularity for their efficiency in managing such datasets compared to relational databases. However, relational databases also exhibit some advantages in certain circumstances, therefore many applications use a combined approach: relational and non-relational. This paper performs a comparative evaluation of two popular open-source DBMSs: MySQL Document Store and Elasticsearch as non-relational DBMSs; this comparison is based on a detailed analysis of CRUD operations for different amounts of data showing how the databases could be modeled and used in an application. A case-study application was developed for this purpose in Java programming language and Spring framework using for data storage both relational MySQL and non-relational Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store. To model the real situation encountered in several developed applications that use both relational and non-relational databases, a data replication solution that imports data from the primary relational MySQL database into Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store as possible alternatives for more efficient data search was proposed and implemented.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, most applications are accessed by a large number of users and also have to process a large amount of data in a short time, an important aspect that improves the user experience and application performance being the use of an appropriate database. A large variety of applications use relational databases that perform well when processing a small amount of data, but when the volume of data increases, the relational model proves to have serious limitations mainly due to a quite rigid schema that may become an obstacle to change [1–3], and thus the need for a new approach has emerged, namely non-relational databases.

Non-relational databases do not use a layout based on rows and columns; instead, they use an optimized model according to the types of data that are stored, having a flexible structure and allowing the storage of a large amount of data. A NoSQL database sometimes ignores the principles of relational databases. The term NoSQL refers to non-relational databases that provide a mechanism for storing and extracting data, having a different strategy of executing the queries compared with a relational database [4]. The main methods of storage in non-relational databases are data storage in the form of
documents, which is the most widespread approach, data stored in the form of column families, key-value storage, and storage in the form of graphs [4].

A key feature of NoSQL systems is “shared nothing”, the main benefits being the following: the ability to scale horizontally on multiple servers [5], the ability to replicate and distribute data on multiple servers [6], an efficient use of indexes and RAM for efficient storage, and the ability to dynamically add new attributes to data records [5]. A solution can represent data distribution on multiple servers, which increases application availability and fault tolerance [7].

Consequently, choosing a suitable database for a specific scenario is very important in online applications mainly from the performance point of view. NoSQL databases have many advantages but also, in certain circumstances, relational databases also could represent a good solution; therefore, many applications may use a combined approach: relational and non-relational.

Several open-source NoSQL alternatives are nowadays available, such as Elasticsearch, MySQL Document Store MongoDB, CouchDB, Solr, and others. We chose for this research Elasticsearch because it is a powerful RESTful modern search and analytics engine. Additionally, since MySQL Document Store was recently released by Oracle in 2016, we considered that it is important to perform an analysis of its performance compared to other NoSQL databases; we also decided to use MySQL Document Store because the main data source of the application is represented by MySQL, and in a real-world application they could be used together very easily. Moreover, research which help the readers understand the advantages and disadvantages of using MySQL Document Store by providing query examples and performance measurements rarely found in current literature.

Consequently, this paper aims to make an analysis of the performance and configuration features of non-relational databases MySQL Document Store and Elasticsearch as an alternative backend option for applications. A case-study application was built for this purpose and uses a combined architecture for data storage: a main relational database, MySQL, and two types of non-relational databases, Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store, to improve searching capabilities. Based on this, the research is focused on two important aspects for both databases: aspects regarding configuring the processing within Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store for their integration in applications as alternative data storage replicated from a primarily relational database and aspects regarding their performance when realizing operations for different amounts of data. Thus, several important aspects were addressed and highlighted in the paper: differences in response time and complexity of CRUD operations, how the performance of the application can be influenced by increasing the complexity of queries and the amount of data, and replication issues.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1, a short introduction that describes theoretical concepts and emphasizes the motivation of the paper is presented followed by Section 2 that reviews the related papers. The description of the case-study application architecture and databases and the test methods are presented in Section 3, and the experimental results obtained are described and analyzed in Section 4. A detailed analysis and discussion regarding the performance tests over different complexity of queries and data volumes and over-replication issues are carried out in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2. Related Work

Currently, there are many studies that have been conducted to compare relational and non-relational databases based on different metrics. There are a lot of databases, especially the NoSQL ones such as MongoDB, Elasticsearch, Redis, Neo4j, and Cassandra [5,8,9] for storing large volumes of data, and choosing the most suitable databases for an application can be difficult. In [9] the authors presented a performance analysis of Elasticsearch and CouchDB on image data sets using the LINUX platform. The analysis is based on the results carried out by operations on both document-oriented databases and shows that
CouchDB is more efficient than Elasticsearch for insert, update, and delete operations but for the select operation, Elasticsearch performs much better than CouchDB.

The authors propose in [1], a comparison and testing of Elasticsearch and MySQL databases, using the Spring Data framework. The comparison is completed by searching values in larger key-value datasets.

Elasticsearch was initially developed as a system for full-text search in large volumes of unstructured data. At present, Elasticsearch is a full-fledged analytical system with various capabilities [10]. In [10], possible sources of Big Data and problems related to its processing are analyzed. A system based on the Elasticsearch engine and MapReduce model is proposed as the solution to the user verification problem.

In [11] Mathe and al. compare the performance of Elasticsearch, OpenTSDB (based on HBase), and InfluxDB NoSQL databases, using the same set of machines and the same data. Using the LHCb Workload Management System (WMS), based on DIRAC [11] as a use case they set up a new monitoring system, and in parallel with the current MySQL system, they stored the same data into the databases under test. Shah N et al. presented in [12] a solution to effectively address the challenges of real-time analysis using a configurable Elasticsearch search engine.

Inserting and querying JSONs for Big Data for databases such as Cassandra, Mongo, PostgreSQL, CoachDB, MariaDB, and Elasticsearch concluded with the recommendation for Cassandra and Elasticsearch usage for searching and analytics, as described in [13].

The way that Cassandra, another NoSQL database open-source with a wide-column store based on BigTable and DynamoDB concepts, benefit from the combination of BigTable and DynamoDB systems and exhibits optimizations for write access is described in [14]. In [15], the authors perform an analysis implementation process of column-oriented data stores of the NoSQL databases: BigTable and Cassandra, with respect to various issues such as features, integrity, indexing, distributions, and design.

As highlighted above, choosing an appropriate database for storing huge amounts of data is not trivial, as one must take into account different aspects such as manageability, scalability, and extensibility. Moreover, even if several comparison studies exist in the literature, we cannot identify studies that are involved in the comparison to the MySQL Document Store database.

In this idea, this paper performs a comparative evaluation of two popular open-source DBMSs: MySQL Document Store and Elasticsearch as a non-relational DBMS.

3. The Application Architecture and Databases

3.1. Application Architecture

To be able to make a comparison between the benefits of using Elasticsearch instead of MySQL Document Store, a case-study application that aims to present an architecture for an application of selling cars was developed; the application was further used to perform different queries and to compare the efficiency of data processing. Even if the comparison was made on a particular example, this does not restrict the generality of the concepts presented due to the fact that similar structures to those used in the implementation could be found in most current applications.

The application was developed in Java programming language using the Spring framework and uses for data storage a main source represented by a relational MySQL database and, as alternative sources, both Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store to improve searching capabilities. The back-end part of the application is composed of three microservices and has the role of exposing operations through which the data will be processed to perform performance tests; the access to microservices was completed through a web application made in Angular that runs inside a browser and which allows the creation of connections between the application components using HTTP requests, as shown in Figure 1.
The first microservice uses a relational database and represents the main source for importing data from relational MySQL into the other two microservices, Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store, which will be used as alternatives for searching the data. The Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store microservices provide operations for processing data that will be compared in terms of performance. Within Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store microservices, the same document structure is used, and in order to compare their efficiency, various operations on the data were performed.

Due to the fact that monitoring the performance of the application of the various operations performed is an important aspect, we decided to use Prometheus and Grafana [16]. Prometheus is an open-source monitoring system which offers the possibility to define
metrics for the operations that will be monitored. Based on the defined metrics, we created a dashboard in Grafana to monitor the performance of operations.

To be able to communicate with MySQL, MySQL Document Store, and Elasticsearch, the dependencies for Transport Client 7.6.0, Elasticsearch 7.6.0, and MySQL Connector 8.0.19 were specified in the pom.xml file. Additionally, in the application.yml file, the connection attributes for MySQL must be specified, while for Elasticsearch a configuration class will be created which allows to specify different settings for Elasticsearch.

In order to use MySQL Document Store, X Plugin was enabled and a connection was created to the database. The operations executed in MySQL Document Store will use the APIs defined for the Collection class, which belongs to the MySQL connector library.

For the operations performed in MySQL, Spring Data JPA (Java Persistence API) was used, while for data processing in Elasticsearch, the APIs provided by the Transport Client were reused. The application also offers a data replication mechanism that imports data from relational MySQL into the other two microservices, Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store.

3.2. Using Relational MySQL

Developing the application using relational MySQL database involves the structure presented in Figure 2, where the car_announcement entity has a @OneToMany relationship with the exterior_spec, interior_spec and engine_detail entities and a @OneToMany relationship with the sensor_detail and car_image entities. Additionally, exterior_spec and interior_spec entities have a @OneToMany relationship with the car_option entity, while engine_detail has a @OneToOne relationship with the transmission_detail entity (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Relational database structure.
Most of the applications have a complex database structure, and by using the database representation of the tables shown in Figure 2, we wanted to analyze how this structure together with the relationships between the tables influence the performance of the application when the amount of data increases. Additionally, with this database structure we wanted to suggest when a non-relational approach is worth being used because, when the data structure is too simple, it could be possible for a non-relational database not to bring any performance improvement and only add extra processing time.

The main disadvantage of this hierarchy of entities is that, with the increase of the database, the extraction of this information may require more time due to the necessary joins between the specified tables, and thus the performance of the application can decrease significantly, in contrast to the non-relational approach where extracting data could be faster because each document contains all the data necessary for each entity.

Therefore, many applications also use non-relational databases, which contain relevant information from the relational database in a JSON format and involves the implementation of a mechanism that ensures that the data is correctly replicated from the relational database.

3.3. Using Non-Relational Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store

Elasticsearch is a search engine where the information is stored in the form of documents and has been created to store, retrieve, and make data management, having its own mechanism for queries. Elasticsearch is a document-based search engine, and each entry is a structured JSON document [8].

Elasticsearch is a near-real-time search platform that allows data search as soon as the document was indexed. Elasticsearch allows dividing the data between several clusters, which makes it possible to support high-performance operations [1]. Each cluster represents one or more servers that store information and provide the ability to search for data. A cluster can have many nodes, in which each node represents an Elasticsearch instance [12]. A node is a single server that holds part of the data and participates in the data indexing and querying processes. The parts between which data is divided are called shards. Shards come in two types—master and replica. The master allows both read and write operations, while the replica is read only, and is an exact copy of the master. Such a structure ensures the stability of the system, since in the event of a master failure, the replica becomes a master [10]. In the developed application, a single node cluster was used and distributed the documents in a single shard with no replicas.

MySQL Document Store allows storing rows from relational tables in the JSON format within collections. It allows developers through the X Dev API to work with relational tables and JSON document collections. The X DEV API provides an easy-to-use API for performing CRUD operations, being optimized and extensible for performing these operations.

MySQL Document Store offers flexibility in developing applications with non-relational databases as well as traditional SQL database applications. This eliminates the need for a separate non-relational database. Developers can use relational data and JSON documents in the same database as well as in the same application.

Elasticsearch allows the indexing of data in JSON format, which is much easier to view and process as opposed to the rows in each table. An index is a collection of documents that have similar characteristics and assume that their name is unique to be able to perform the search, delete, and update operations.

In the developed application, in order to be able to compare the efficiency of the queries, multiple columns from *car announcements* were indexed both in Elasticsearch as well as in MySQL Document Store to have the following structure:
The above structure represents the non-relational alternative to the relational one presented in Figure 1. The main benefit of using Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store in this case is that it avoids making joins between all the tables mentioned above.

3.4. One Way Data Replication Solution

Another aspect that we followed in performing the comparative analysis between the two technologies, Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store, is represented by the replication of the main relational database. This approach offers the possibility of using an alternative for more efficient data search and is useful in many categories of applications.

For this purpose, a data replication solution was proposed and implemented within the developed application and involves importing data from the main application database, relational MySQL, and indexing in Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store.

Due to the fact that the architecture of the project is based on microservices, in order to import the data from relational MySQL into the other microservices, Kafka [17] was used by configuring a topic which will contain JSON objects. Kafka is used to build real-time streaming data pipelines and applications that adapt to the data streams. It combines messaging, storage, and stream processing to the allow storage and analysis of both historical and real-time data [17].
Figure 3 shows the process of data replication through a REST service that has the role of uploading the data stored in relational MySQL and transmitting it to Kafka through a Kafka Producer.

When the data reaches Kafka, the two consumers who belong to different groups will start reading JSON objects to store them as documents.

An important aspect in this process is the way consumers are configured. In this replication process, it is desired to consume all the objects reached in Kafka by both consumers, and by assigning different groups it is ensured that each consumer will read all the JSON objects within the partitions. In the data replication process, all the `car_announcements` stored into relational database will be sent to Kafka using a Kafka Producer, which will write the data into a specific topic.

In order to send the data to Kafka, we will use the KafkaTemplate which provides a set of methods for sending messages. Example of use:

```java
public void sendCarAnnouncement(CarAnnouncementDTO carAnnouncementDTO) {
    this.kafkaTemplate.send("car", carAnnouncementDTO);
}
```

Once the information has reached Kafka, it will be processed by the two consumers within the Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store microservices. Example of use:

```java
@KafkaListener(topics = "car")
public void consume(CarAnnouncementDTO carAnnouncementDTO) {
    service.processCarAnnouncement(carAnnouncementDTO);
}
```
Therefore, in Elasticsearch, received objects will be transmitted to the Bulk Processor by creating an IndexRequest object. Using Bulk Processor, the replication process is very fast and the processing of indexing requests is performed without the need to implement additional functionalities. On the other hand, when using MySQL Document Store, it is necessary to implement a strategy that takes over the received JSON objects for processing in the form of groups of documents and indexing them using three threads in order to optimize performance.

Figure 4 represents the times obtained for importing data from MySQL by sending it to Kafka and processing within the microservices Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store.

Based on the results obtained and taking into consideration that the time differences are very small, it can be stated that both alternatives are very fast in the data replication process. Additionally, both implemented solutions may have better processing times when using multiple threads or by increasing the number of consumers within the groups, but this depends on the hardware capabilities.

One of the benefits of Bulk Processor is that it allows configuring the size of bulk request, the number of indexing requests, or the time frame at which indexing will take place.

4. Performance Tests

To carry out a comparative study between the advantages and disadvantages of using Elasticsearch instead of MySQL Document Store, a series of operations were performed on the two databases to analyze the response times according to the performed operation. All tests were performed on the same computer having the following properties: Operating System–Ubuntu 16.04, 32 GB RAM, Intel Core i7 7820HQ processor (2.9 GHz), 500 GB HDD. The database comparison involved testing performance time for all the CRUD (Create, Read,
Update, Delete) operations over the two non-relational variants: MySQL Document Store and Elasticsearch. The size on disk of the three databases (relational MySQL, Document Store, Elasticsearch) as the amount of data changes is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Disk memory usage.](image)

In order to record the time required to perform these operations, the `Instant` and `Duration` classes were used. The `Instant` class, which belongs to the Java runtime library, can be used by maintaining the time when the execution started in a variable. Then, using the between method of the `Duration` class defined in the Java runtime library, the time in seconds or milliseconds can be obtained by subtracting the initial time from the time obtained after performing the operation.

In order to obtain the most accurate processing times for each operation, 10 successive measurements were performed relative to the number of documents, and in the tables showing the times corresponding to the executed operation, the average of the times has been recorded; lower values were better.

4.1. INSERT Statement

The testing of the insertion operation was performed by defining the structure of the entities, respectively, of the documents in Elasticsearch so that the data can be processed by sending a JSON object to a Rest service. In order to test the data insertion operation, multiple tests were performed, starting from the insertion of 30,000 records to the insertion of 2,000,000 records. For the insertion process, we provide JSON objects based on REST requests.

We decided to use `car_announcements` because it represents a complex structure through which various queries can be tested, but also due to the fact that its representation in the relational database involves several tables that offer the possibility to analyze the application performance depending on the number of records.

Initially, 30,000 documents will be inserted, after 60,000 car announcements followed by 100,000. To have the most accurate times, the insertion process will continue by adding 500,000 car announcements, followed by the insertion of 1,000,000 car announcements, and finally 2,000,000 car announcements will be inserted to distinguish performances.
Due to the fact that MySQL Document Store does not have a Bulk API that works with large data sets, in order to be able to process the data in parallel, ExecutorService will be used, which will execute multiple tasks, each containing 500 documents.

To index multiple documents, Elasticsearch has the Bulk API that provides a number of operations exposed by rest services, being optimized to work with large data sets. This API eliminates the need to write additional code to process data, simplifying application logic and reducing development time. Additionally, using the BulkProcessor class is enough to create an IndexRequest object based on the indexed document, and the actual indexing process will be conducted by BulkProcessor.

Thus, the insert statement has the syntax presented in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection cars = session.getSchema(schemaName).getCollection(CARS); session.startTransaction(); carAnnouncementDTOS.stream().forEach(carAnnouncementDTO-&gt; cars.addOrReplaceOne(carAnnouncementDTO.getCarAnnouncementNo(), gson.toJson(carAnnouncementDTO))); session.commit();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IndexRequest indexRequest = new IndexRequest(indexName).id(String.valueOf(carAnnouncementDTO.getCarAnnouncementNo())).source(gson.toJson(carAnnouncementDTO), XContentType.JSON); bulkProcessor.add(indexRequest);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results obtained in the data insertion process, it can be seen that Elasticsearch is much faster than MySQL Document Store in both cases of using one (Figure 6) and three threads, respectively (Figure 7). This idea is very well highlighted by the insertion of 2,000,000 documents, where the time differences are very large.

![Insert statement using a single thread](image)

**Figure 6.** Insert statement using a single thread.

Another important aspect that influences processing times is the way of inserting data. As can be seen in the results obtained in both cases, the use of three threads improved the processing times, but for MySQL Document Store the processing times did not decrease as significantly as they did for Elasticsearch. This can be caused by the fact that the data is inserted in the MySQL Document Store through a task that runs at an interval of 6 s and executes several transactions to avoid a large amount of data in memory.
Elasticsearch is also built on Apache Lucene, which is much faster and able to handle larger amounts of data than MySQL Document Store. Another advantage of Elasticsearch in the insertion process is that it has the Bulk API. It is very well optimized, being built to process large amounts of data. The simplicity with which it can be integrated and configured within applications is another advantage, because the integration and configuration time is very short.

Another important factor that contributes to improving the performance of Elasticsearch is that data should not be replicated due to the fact that a single node is used. Using a multi-node Elasticsearch cluster would have introduced additional processing times, but one advantage would have been that any node can replace another node when it is no longer available, increasing data availability.

However, even if the times obtained for Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store are accurate, these times can be easily influenced by the actions conducted in the application. In another train of thought, these insertion times can vary from application to application based on the operations executed within the application.

4.2. Select Statement

To test the efficiency of data selection operations, multiple queries will be performed to distinguish the performance of Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store. Additionally, through these queries the performance of the two databases in various scenarios was compared, from applying simple filters to applying combinations of filters on the data.

4.2.1. Simple Select Statement by Id

A simple select statement by id has the syntax presented in Table 2 and the performance results obtained are described in Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of documents</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>125.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>257.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>530.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Insert statement using three threads.

Table 2. SELECT statements by id.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>schema.getCollection(CARS).getOne(id);</code></td>
<td><code>client.prepareGet(indexName, CAR, carId).execute().actionGet();</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2. Simple Select Statement with One Search Criterion

In the document selection operation applying a single search criterion, ten car announcements were extracted that have air conditioning according to the conditions selected in the search form. The select statement when only one search criterion was involved has the syntax presented in Table 3 and the performance results obtained are described in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Simple select statement by id.

Figure 9. Simple select statement with one search criterion.
4.2.3. Select Statement with Two Search Criteria

The operation of selecting documents applying two search criteria has the role of extracting through a pagination that will contain a maximum of 10 elements with all the announcements with cars for sale that have the brand and model selected in the search form. The select statement which involves two search criteria has the syntax presented in Table 4, and the obtained performance results are described in Figure 10.

Table 4. SELECT statements with two search criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| `schema.getCollection(CARS).find("carMake = 'Audi' and carModel = 'A4'") .sort("_id") .limit(10) .execute();` | `{ "size":10,  
"query":{
  "bool":{
    "must":{
      "match":{"carMake":"Audi"},
      "match":{"carModel":"A4"}
    }},
    "sort":{
      "_id":{"Order":"asc"}
    }  
  } 
}` |

Figure 10. Select statement with two search criteria.
4.2.4. Complex Select Statement with Four Search Criteria

In the selection operation applying four search criteria, ten ads with cars for sale will be extracted that have the make, model, price, and year of registration according to the conditions selected in the search form. A more complex select statement that uses four search criteria is presented in Table 5, and the obtained performance results are described in Figure 11.

Table 5. SELECT statements with four search criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>schema.getCollection(CARS).find(&quot;carMake = 'Audi' and carModel = 'A4' and price &gt;= 6000 and price &lt;= 15000 and firstRegistrationYear &gt;= '2009' and firstRegistrationYear &lt;= '2013').sort(&quot;_id&quot;).limit(10).execute();</code></td>
<td><code>{ &quot;size&quot;:10,  &quot;query&quot;:{  &quot;bool&quot;:{    &quot;must&quot;:{      &quot;match&quot;:{&quot;carMake&quot;:{&quot;query&quot;:&quot;Audi&quot;}},      &quot;match&quot;:{&quot;carModel&quot;:{&quot;query&quot;:&quot;A4&quot;}},      &quot;range&quot;:{&quot;price&quot;:{        &quot;from&quot;:&quot;6000&quot;,&quot;to&quot;:&quot;15000&quot;,        &quot;include_lower&quot;:true,        &quot;include_upper&quot;:true      }},      &quot;range&quot;:{&quot;firstRegistrationYear&quot;:{        &quot;from&quot;:&quot;2009&quot;,&quot;to&quot;:&quot;2013&quot;,        &quot;include_lower&quot;:true,        &quot;include_upper&quot;:true      }}    }  },  &quot;sort&quot;:{&quot;_id&quot;:{&quot;order&quot;:&quot;asc&quot;}}}</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results obtained from the selection operations presented above, it can be seen that both Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store are very fast in the data search
process. Response times are relatively close, but in some cases Elasticsearch has higher response times than MySQL Document Store.

Performing an analysis of the response times according to the number of criteria applied in the search process, it can be seen that those for MySQL Document Store are kept constant without having a significant increase when applying several criteria. This statement is also valid for Elasticsearch, but in the selection operation with four search criteria there was an increase in response times until there were 100,000 documents.

Starting from 500,000 documents, the times obtained have a better response time compared to previous selection operations. This decrease in response times can be caused by the fact that Elasticsearch assigns a higher score to documents that are returned for various search criteria. A bool query will combine the scores obtained for all queries to return the documents that best match the search criteria. Considering that the time differences are at the level of milliseconds, and the times obtained in the data selection process are very good, it can be stated that both were very fast in the data selection process and are very good alternatives for searching data, bringing a major benefit to performance.

Another important aspect is not only the fact that the response times were not influenced by the increase of the number of documents, but also the fact that the time differences between the time when 30,000 documents and 2,000,000 documents were stored are very small. An important detail is also that sorting in MySQL Document Store is performed on a field with the index associated. Thus, to further highlight the importance of an index, Figure 12 shows the search times obtained by the MySQL Document Store on a field without an associated index, according to the statements from Table 6.

![Figure 12](image-url)

**Figure 12.** Select statement with two search criteria without index on MySQL Document Store.

Making a comparison between the times obtained in Figure 10, where also two searching criteria were used, a huge difference between the times obtained in the two cases can be seen. To avoid these very long processing times, when using MySQL Document Store it is very important to create indexes for the fields that will be used in the data search process.

Based on this, Elasticsearch has another advantage due to the fact that it is not necessary to create indexes for the fields used in the document because each document structure that describes one or more tables in a relational database represents an index.
Table 6. SELECT statements with two search criteria without index on MySQL Document Store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>schema.getCollection(CARS).find(&quot;carMake = 'Audi' and carModel = 'A4'&quot;) .sort(&quot;carAnnouncementNo&quot;) .limit(10) .execute();</code></td>
<td><code>{ &quot;size&quot;:10, &quot;query&quot;:{ &quot;bool&quot;:{ &quot;must&quot;:{ [&quot;match&quot;:{&quot;carMake&quot;:{&quot;query&quot;:&quot;Audi&quot;}}}, [&quot;match&quot;:{&quot;carModel&quot;:{&quot;query&quot;:&quot;A4&quot;}}] } }, &quot;sort&quot;:{[&quot;carAnnouncementNo&quot;:{&quot;Order&quot;:&quot;asc&quot;}]} }</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results obtained, it can be stated that an index is essential when using MySQL Document Store. The time differences are major in this case because MySQL Document Store has to go through all the documents one by one to check if they meet the selection condition.

4.3. UPDATE Statement
Simple Update Operation by Id

In order to test the update operation, a query will be performed that aims to change different values of a car announcement based on its unique identifier. The update statement that realizes a simple update operation by id is presented in Table 7, and the obtained performance results are described in Figure 13.

Table 7. Simple UPDATE by id statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>cars.replaceOne(carAnnouncementNo, gson.toJson(carAnnouncementDTO));</code></td>
<td><code>client.prepareUpdate(index, type, carAnnouncementNo) .setDoc(gson.toJson(carAnnouncementDTO), XContentType.JSON).execute();</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Simple update operation by id](image)

**Figure 13.** Simple update operation by id.

In the update process, Elasticsearch will retrieve the existing document in order to apply the changes, and after that it will index the new document received during the update operation. At the end of the operation, the old document will be marked for deletion.
In MySQL Document Store, the update operation will filter the collection to find the document which has the corresponding id, and after that it will update the document value.
For both alternatives, Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store, the existing indexes will be used to find and change the value of the document.
Based on the results obtained after performing the data modification operation, it can be seen that Elasticsearch is faster, but considering that the processing times are at the level of milliseconds, it can be also stated that MySQL Document Store was very fast in the update operation.

4.4. DELETE Statement

Testing of the delete statement operation was realized by executing two delete operations which aimed to remove different amounts of car announcements from the database. The delete statement that realizes a simple delete operation by id is presented in Table 8, and the obtained performance results are described in Figure 14.

4.4.1. Delete Operation by Id

Based on the results obtained in the operation of deleting a car announcement by id and taking into account the fact that the processing times are at the level of milliseconds, it can be stated that both alternatives are relatively fast in the process of deleting data by id, with a slight superiority for ElasticSearch. For both alternatives, the deletion process uses the internal index, and thus it is no longer necessary to browse documents.

Table 8. Simple DELETE by id statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cars.removeOne(id);</td>
<td>client.prepareDelete(index, type, id).execute();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Delete operation by id](image)

Figure 14. Delete operation by id.

4.4.2. Delete Multiple Documents

A more complex statement that deletes multiple documents is presented in Table 9, and the obtained performance results are described in Figure 15. During the process of deleting multiple car announcements by id, for every amount of data 30 car announcements were deleted and major time differences can be noticed between Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store.
Table 9. DELETE multiple documents statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
<th>cars.remove(&quot;carAnnouncementNo between [lower] and [upper]&quot;).execute();</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>DeleteByQueryRequest delete = new DeleteByQueryRequest(index)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.setQuery(QueryBuilders.rangeQuery(&quot;carAnnouncementNo&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.gte(lower).lte(upper));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>client.execute(DeleteByQueryAction.INSTANCE, delete).actionGet();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing the initial times and times obtained by increasing the number of indexed documents, Elasticsearch proves to be more capable to work with large amounts of data, while MySQL Document Store has a significant increase in processing times as the number of indexed documents increases.

The main difference is the way `DeleteByQueryRequest` works. Thus, Elasticsearch performs multiple requests to search for documents to be deleted. Once the documents are found, a delete request is executed for each batch of documents, while MySQL Document Store must browse the documents to identify if they meet the condition. Using Bulk API is a major advantage offered by Elasticsearch due to the fact that it can process a large amount of data.

A possible justification for major differences between processing times both for delete but also for update operations is represented by the differences between how `replaceOne` and `removeOne` operations were implemented in MySQL Document Store and Elasticsearch, with those in MySQL Document Store extra checks being completed before updating or removing a document. When executing these operations, MySQL Document Store will check if the corresponding document exists for the provided id, while for the update operation an extra check is made to verify that the newly received document has no value provided for the `_id` field.

![Figure 15. Delete multiple documents.](image)

Judging only by the times presented in Figures 14 and 15, it could leave an impression that deleting one by one will be faster. However, when deleting one by one we have to take into consideration the fact that time will increase because for each operation there will be a separate transaction executed and this is a bit different that in the case when we delete 30 documents, a process that is executed inside a single transaction. The main difference between times is made by the fact that MySQL Document Store is slower than Elasticsearch in finding the document to delete, as shown in Figure 8.
5. Analysis and Discussion

Both Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store are easy to install and configure. Regarding scalability, Elasticsearch is very easy to scale horizontally, being built to always be available. Nodes can be added to a cluster to increase capacity, and Elasticsearch automatically distributes data and load to all available nodes. On the other side, MySQL Document Store uses the advantages of MySQL Group Replication and InnoDB Cluster to achieve high availability. The documents are reproduced by all members of the group and the transactions are synchronized.

From the functionality and complexity point of view, Elasticsearch offers many APIs that can be used and eliminates the need to write extra code to process large amounts of data, being very easy to integrate and use. On the other side, MySQL Document Store provides APIs for create, read, update, and delete operations but requires extra code to process large amounts of data.

Regarding the performance of CRUD operations, Table 10 presents a synthesis of the results obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data insertion (INSERT)</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make full use of the Bulk API features. The code for indexing documents is simple and easy to understand. Processes large amounts of data much faster offering many possibilities of data processing configuration. The use of three threads brings a significant improvement: average insertion times based on the number of documents using a single thread based on the number of documents is 0.069 ms; average insertion time using three threads is 0.032 ms.</td>
<td>Document insertion is completed through multiple batches, each batch being inserted through a transaction. Data processing and insertion is slower compared to Elasticsearch. The use of three threads does not produce a significant improvement compared to Elasticsearch: average insertion times based on the number of documents using a single thread is 0.37 ms; average insertion time using three threads is 0.26 ms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data search (SELECT)</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is not necessary to create indexes for the fields used in the document since each document structure represents an index. Good searching performance, slightly affected by the number of searching criteria, average time obtained being 53.7 ms by applying a single search criterion, 56.3 ms by applying two search criteria, and 55.9 ms by applying four search criteria.</td>
<td>It is important to create indexes for the columns used in the search or sorting processes. Search time performance is better compared to Elasticsearch and slightly affected by the number of searching criteria, the average time obtained being 45.9 ms by applying a single search criterion, 44.9 ms by applying two search criteria, and 41.85 ms by applying four search criteria.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data modification (UPDATE)</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makes full use of the features provided by Bulk API. Retrieve the existing document to apply the changes and, after that, index the new document received during the update operation, the old document being marked for deletion. Exhibits very good processing time: the average time to change the value of a document is 12.6 ms.</td>
<td>Good processing times but slower compared to Elasticsearch. The average time to change the value of a document is 57.4 ms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data deletion (DELETE)</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>MySQL Document Store</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very good processing times. Proves to be much more capable of working with large amounts of data. The main difference is made by using Bulk API and the way DeleteByQueryRequest works. Elasticsearch performs multiple search requests for documents to be deleted. After finding the documents, a delete request is executed for each batch of documents. The average time required to delete a document by id is 5.1 ms; the average time required to delete 30 documents by id is 56.9 ms.</td>
<td>Good processing times but much slower compared to Elasticsearch. MySQL Document Store has a significant increase in processing times as the number of documents increases: it must browse the documents to identify if they meet the condition. The average time required to delete a document by id is 25.1 ms. The average time required to delete 30 documents by id is 855.6 ms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speaking about data replication issues, as shown from the data replication solution implemented in the case study, Elasticsearch allows the use of BulkProcessor to process
large amounts of data, with no additional implementations required, just BulkProcessor integration and configuration.

Consequently, it offers many possibilities to configure the way of data processing and simplify the application logic because the indexing process is performed by BulkProcessor, which will receive the indexing requests. Therefore, ElasticSearch exhibits very good performance, the average replication time being 1270 s. On the other side, MySQL Document Store requires the implementation of a data processing strategy and implies writing extra code to replicate data. The resulting implemented solution generally does not offer as many configuration possibilities as BulkProcessor. However, it also exhibits very good performance, close to Elasticsearch, the average time obtained to replicate data being 1274.8 s.

Although the processing times are very good in both cases, comparing the replication methods, it is possible, due to the fact that MySQL Document Store does not offer a Bulk Api, that MySQL Document Store may require more memory.

6. Conclusions

Efficient data management within applications is an important aspect and choosing a database to store large amounts of information is very important. In this paper, a comparative study was conducted between the capabilities of Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store in terms of performance, complexity, features, and configuration issues.

The architecture of the case-study project used for this research is based on microservices; consequently, the paper addresses important aspects regarding the complexity of developed architecture but also issues regarding configuring the processing within the microservices in Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store as well as replication aspects that allow both databases to be integrated and used in applications together with a relational database.

Based on the results obtained from performance tests, it can be stated that both non-relational databases used for storing data in the form of documents are very fast, showing very good performance in terms of the operations analyzed in the paper.

From the point of view of the integration and data insertion processes, it can be stated that ElasticSearch represents a more complex approach because it provides a series of APIs that facilitate the application development process. This statement is also supported by the insertion times obtained as well as by the effort required to implement a data insertion solution in parallel.

In terms of the results obtained in the data selection process, MySQL Document Store proves to be the fastest solution in most cases. When using the MySQL Document Store it is important to analyze the columns used in the selection process to define appropriate indexes. Unlike ElasticSearch, where it is not necessary to define an index for a field, MySQL Document Store requires defining these indexes to perform better, thus leading to a relatively higher complexity in implementation.

The process of modifying the data uses internal indexes to change the value of the documents. Based on the results obtained after performing the data modification operation, it can be stated that ElasticSearch is the faster alternative.

In the process of deleting data, ElasticSearch proves to be by far the fastest alternative in most cases. This is because, in case of deleting multiple documents, ElasticSearch makes full use of the features provided by Bulk API, performing multiple requests to search for documents to be deleted and, after that, executing a delete request for each batch of documents. MySQL Document Store must browse the documents to identify if they meet the condition.

The architecture presented in the case-study application proves that both non-relational alternatives could be integrated into a real-life application as alternative data storage and replicated with a primarily relational database, where in this case is MySQL. ElasticSearch exhibits a simpler integration and replication approach, which is mostly completed by using BulkProcessor integration and configuration without additional implementation. MySQL
Document Store requires the implementation of a data replication strategy and writing extra code to replicate data where in this case, the resulting solution offering not as many configuration possibilities as `BulkProcessor`. However, based on the results obtained by comparing replication times for both alternatives, it was noticed that the time differences were very small, and it consequently can be stated that both alternatives are very fast.

One of the drawbacks of the study is that it does address only a one-way data replication solution that involves importing data from the main application database, relational MySQL, and indexing in Elasticsearch and MySQL Document Store. Some applications require a two-way synchronization solution, where synchronization is triggered when values are changing. Consequently, further development of the research will address a two-way data replication solution which involves synchronizing the data during updating or deletion. Additionally, scaling Kafka, using Elasticsearch cluster with data replication and nodes configuration, and using MySQL cluster for higher data availability will also be approached in further updates of this study.
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